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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. They really take the time
and effort to help you out in finding something that you would like. Friendly and helpful.
Unfortunately, the vehicle did not have all the packages I sought. They were very friendly, but
I've gotten several inquiries regarding new vehicles with similar mileage for similar price. Great
service! Took a few days for the prequalification. And Until the end of the month, I did too much
follow up to see what was happening. Other than that it was okay. Amazing service, from start
to finish Bishoy took care of all of our needs! He was awesome to work with never losing his
cool and only providing the best customer service. Ask for Bishoy! I like this place. Mostly very
high end vehicles stored inside. It is a no nonsense dealer. All prices are firm,no haggling. I like
this because there is no pressure put on the buyer at all. Come in, check out a car, they give
you an OTD price. Simple as that. I ended up not buying, but would definitely go back. Service
was exceptionally good friendly Service wouldn't hesitate to recommend This Dealership to
Family and friends ty for your great service!! Received prompt responses to all the questions I
had. Overall very professional approach from the dealership. Worst experience I've ever had
buying a car. The response from this company is sorry it's a error and they wouldn't give a inch.
Now reaching out to management for a resolution. He returned my initial call in a quick
response time. He's communicated with me more information than expected, I was pleasantly
surprised. There was no pressure from for me to come down to test drive the vehicle. They did
everything in their power to not sell me a car. I even came in the second time around
determined to get the vehicle I wanted and I was basically made to feel like a burden. Call backs
took forever, IF I ever got a call back. Trying to work out numbers was basically a take it or leave
it approach, even with a used vehicle. Go to a deferent dealer. Mark is super helpful. On phone
and person. No pressure and willing to answer all questions until satisfied. Good Experience.
No pressure and straight forward. I was in and out of there with the car I wanted in about an
hour. I recommend these guys if your looking for a pre owned BMW. I came to this dealership to
buy my own car after lease was expired and got awful experience with sales people. Sales
manager name Sal and other guy name Don Engel were very unprofessional , they can't even
check my account with BMW financial to figure out final sales price , they mess with numbers,
just wasted my time here. I will never come back to this particular dealership and not
recommend my friends even come close! Dealer staff was friendly and accommodating. Car was
lusted well in the condition it was described! Car was clean babe ready fir inspection! Would
highly recommend the dealership to my friends. The buying experience with Blueprint Auto in
Riverside, California was professional, satisfying and simple. Love my Altima Coupe! Only had
to ask those gentlemen and they delivered! Told me this car was available, drove 2 hrs to see it
to find out it had sold the day before I'm sure they knew that 2 hrs before I started driving They
are awesome. Quick to respond. They have great deals. I will recommend them. To create the
first M3, the 3 Series of the time received a stiffer body and chassis with flared wheel wheels to
accommodate a wider track and the taller and wider wheels the M3 would sport. It stole the
wheel bearings and front brake calipers from the 5 Series of the day, and was treated to a
Getrag five-speed and heavy-duty rear differential with a unique ratio. The M3 also got a more
direct steering ratio and a feature that was considered quite exotic at the time, ABS antilock
brakes. The external visual changes may seem subtle on paper, but were quite distinctive in
person. In fact, the only body panels shared by the M3 and the standard 3 Series were the hood
and sunroof, and with the wider stance as well as a caster angle three times that of its 3 Series
brethren, an M3 was unmistakable. Despite the power and popularity of the inline six-cylinder
engines BMW had been producing, the decision was made to exploit the shorter crankshaft and
higher rev possibilities of a four. The winner was the 2. With better breathing and a bit of
coaxing, the 2. The E30 M3 had enormous success on the track, absolutely dominating the
touring car racing scene, but its success in the showroom was no less impressive. In all, BMW
would produce 13 versions of the E30 M3, including special editions and homologations, and
the European versions we never saw on these shores. Still, the next generation E36 3 Series
debuted in , and an updated M3 was to follow a year later. It was during this time that the M3
received its first inline-six, the 3. In what could be considered retaliation for that whole WWII
business, in the Germans increased displacement in the S50 to 3. This was achieved by virtue
of the OBD 2 engine electronics, but thanks to a more versatile torque curve and more
aggressive gearing, the performance of the U. Also in , the M3 received the six-speed gearbox
â€” although only in Europe - and larger brakes from its big brother, the M5. Two additional
doors made their entrance in the M3 world in , the same year buyers got the option of nixing the
top. By ditching the AC, sound-deadening materials, radio and sunroof, the CSL weighed
pounds less than the far-from-base M3. The CSL also benefited from revised bracing, a dual
pickup oil pump, an adjustable front air dam and a 3. A new century brought with it a new
milestone for U. Teutonophiles, as the E46 M3 would debut with a 3. Sadly, the M3 four-door

sedan was dropped here, and the E46 was available solely as a coupe or convertible. Although
initially a race prototype, designed to stay competitive with the Porsche GT3 in the American Le
Mans Series ALMS , 10 detuned road versions were eventually produced to quell complaints
from competitors. But five short years later a new V8 M3 would be born. Debuting at the Geneva
Auto Show, the newest M3 showed up with the naturally aspirated, 4. The GT4 is even available
as a homologated production race car in Europe, although we Americans have yet to be offered
the same privilege. But really, what more do we want? The Deutsche Dagger started out as a
potent weapon with a seemingly placid profile. At its birth, powered by a modified version of the
four-cylinder engine the 3 Series was born with back in the mid-'70s, the M3 was barely able to
crack the 7-second jaunt. Perhaps more impressive, this is accomplished without the vicious
brutality that can too often accompany such unforgiving power. Its composed nature merely
hides the potential lying just behind the accelerator, even if adjustments need to be made to the
driver assists first. The BMW M3 has built a storied reputation as one of the world's best sports
sedans. A true wolf in sheep's clothing, the M3 uses the standard 3 Series sedan as a template
before adding an uprated engine, improved suspension components, and a host of other
performance-dedicated parts. Sport exhaust pipes, flared fenders, body panels shaped with
more aggressive lines and angles, and flashier alloy wheels are clear signs that the car you're
looking at is an M3, rather than a run-of-the-mill BMW 3 Series. With prices of early-generation
M3s skyrocketing, good examples are considered by many to be "investment grade. The M3 has
hosted a range of engines through plus years. While the initial generation relied on a
high-revving four-cylinder, the M3 quickly became known for making the most of 6- and
8-cylinder engines. Specifically, the fourth "E90" generation employed a V8 that produced more
than horsepower. When BMW updated the M3 for its fifth generation in the F80 generation , it
reverted to an inline 6-cylinder engine, albeit one that had twin turbochargers and an even
higher horsepower specification. With its enthusiast fanbase and racing pedigree, the M3 has
always been offered with a manual transmission, although its dual-clutch automatic
transmissions are faster to shift. For , the M3 will enter its sixth generation, tagged as the G20
generation. While rear-wheel drive has historically been the only option for M3 buyers, early
speculation indicates that the G20 generation will also offer all-wheel drive. While earlier BMW
M3s were available in a range of body styles, from 2-door coupes to 4-door sedans, and
convertibles, it has been exclusively sold as a sedan since the M4 debuted in The M4 is
available as only a coupe or a convertible. Like most all modern BMWs, the M3 also offers a
robust suite of tech: head-up displays, touchscreens, voice-controlled infotainment, and a slew
of advanced safety features. Similarly, the M3 feels luxurious, with high-end materials covering
every inch of the cabin. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi
Nationwide. BMW M3. Email me price drops and new listings for these results. Best deals first.
CarGurus User. Private Seller: Martin. CarGurus Pay. Authorized BMW Dealer. Private Seller:
Jeff. Private Seller: Jimmy. Read more. Long Beach BMW. BMW of Ontario. Legendary vehicle.
The last , naturally aspirated M car, and the first, production vehicle to hit the coveted HP per
liter, milestone. I traded in a Alfa Giulia Quadrofolio for this. The Alfa was a tiny bit faster and its
steering was better. But the M3 is a much better all around car. The M3 can go hard on a country
road too but also leave you with your senses st For me, this is one of those instances that I
refused to let the opinions of others deter me from my own instincts. This is the driving
experience I wanted. The feel of speed is so subjective anyway. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Very good, Emil was very professional and the car
was just as advertised. Very pleased. My experience was great! Very professional and not pushy
like most places. The paper work was quick, and I highly recommend. Highly underprice cars
listed on Cargurus site and theirs, then they have a list of exorbitant mandatory up-charges.
Received a generic "fluff" response to a simple inquiry, and in my response back they didn't
respond. Not sure how many people they fool using their questionable business practices, but 1
is too many. I had the pleasure of speaking with Tunisha about the vehicle that I was interested
in. We ended up buying the vehicle from Auto Show Sales and Service. By far the best
experience with purchasing a used vehicle. Would highly recommend them! Horrible experience
do not even bother I warn you!! The service at BMW of Honolulu was excellent my 2nd BMW
thru them , the price I walked away with was absolutely fair and the car was even better and
more equipped then I expected. It was worth the trip, very happy with the vehicle, the dealer was
friendly on the process of the purchase. Great place good prices ,staff really friendly this is not
my first time getting a vehicle from this dealership just a great experience! All I asked was what
is the Out-the-door price? Jessica and her team did everything to make sure I got the suv I
wanted with a good interest rate. No games or run-arounds! Answered all our questions
immediately and were incredibly accommodating when we went to dealership. I had one of my
best transaction in buying a car here they meet me at the door and from easy sailing. We

contacted them to arrange to come look at a specific vehicle, when we arrived they said oh so
sorry, its actually in the shop. We drove an hour to get there and called to make sure we would
be able to look at it when we went. Will not be looking there anymore. They emailed and texted
me but when I called them I could not understand the person on the phone. I asked to speak
with someone else and was cut off. I did not by the equinox but I was refer to another car on the
lot and in process of buying that. Interested in Car. Contacted dealer. They ran my credit app
and sold to someone else. No contact after initial. Why run Credit if already engaged in a deal.
All they had to do was say "wait until other situation was settled one way or the other". Was
serious buyer. All worked out in my favor. Not impressed. The dealer responded to me quickly
after sending out an email and we were able to set up an appointment for the following day.
When arriving to the dealership Sam was very helpful. I did not end up purchasing the vehicle I
had set up an appointment for but a Civic that had just arrived. I am satisfied with my purchase
and ez auto sales makes the car buy process to easy. I will be recommending them and coming
back for my future car purchases. Thanks Sam! No one ever got in touch with me I just kept
getting texts saying some one will reach me different names then I called today about the Honda
I was told it was out on a test drive the guy never asked my name or number but told me he
would call me back in 30 minutes I had waisted a week trying to buy a vehicle. I finally got
someone who said that they could not sell a financed with Westlake Financial. Reason is
registration and taxes. To create the first M3, the 3 Series of the time received a stiffer body and
chassis with flared wheel wheels to accommodate a wider track and the taller and wider wheels
the M3 would sport. It stole the wheel bearings and front brake calipers from the 5 Series of the
day, and was treated to a Getrag five-speed and heavy-duty rear differential with a unique ratio.
The M3 also got a more direct steering ratio and a feature that was considered quite exotic at
the time, ABS antilock brakes. The external visual changes may seem subtle on paper, but were
quite distinctive in person. In fact, the only body panels shared by the M3 and the standard 3
Series were the hood and sunroof, and with the wider stance as well as a caster angle three
times that of its 3 Series brethren, an M3 was unmistakable. Despite the power and popularity of
the inline six-cylinder engines BMW had been producing, the decision was made to exploit the
shorter crankshaft and higher rev possibilities of a four. The winner was the 2. With better
breathing and a bit of coaxing, the 2. The E30 M3 had enormous success on the track,
absolutely dominating the touring car racing scene, but its success in the showroom was no
less impressive. In all, BMW would produce 13 versions of the E30 M3, including special
editions and homologations, and the European versions we never saw on these shores. Still,
the next generation E36 3 Series debuted in , and an updated M3 was to follow a year later. It
was during this time that the M3 received its first inline-six, the 3. In what could be considered
retaliation for that whole WWII business, in the Germans increased displacement in the S50 to 3.
This was achieved by virtue of the OBD 2 engine electronics, but thanks to a more versatile
torque curve and more aggressive gearing, the performance of the U. Also in , the M3 received
the six-speed gearbox â€” although only in Europe - and larger brakes from its big brother, the
M5. Two additional doors made their entrance in the M3 world in , the same year buyers got the
option of nixing the top. By ditching the AC, sound-deadening materials, radio and sunroof, the
CSL weighed pounds less than the far-from-base M3. The CSL also benefited from revised
bracing, a dual pickup oil pump, an adjustable front air dam and a 3. A new century brought with
it a new milestone for U. Teutonophiles, as the E46 M3 would debut with a 3. Sadly, the M3
four-door sedan was dropped here, and the E46 was available solely as a coupe or convertible.
Although initially a race prototype, designed to stay competitive with the Porsche GT3 in the
American Le Mans Series ALMS , 10 detuned road versions were eventually produced to quell
complaints from competitors. But five short years later a new V8 M3 would be born. Debuting at
the Geneva Auto Show, the newest M3 showed up with the naturally aspirated, 4. The GT4 is
even available as a homologated production race car in Europe, although we Americans have
yet to be offered the same privilege. But really, what more do we want? The Deutsche Dagger
started out as a potent weapon with a seemingly placid profile. At its birth, powered by a
modified version of the four-cylinder engine the 3 Series was born with back in the mid-'70s, the
M3 was barely able to crack the 7-second jaunt. Perhaps more impressive, this is accomplished
without the vicious brutality that can too often accompany such unforgiving power. Its
composed nature merely hides the potential lying just behind the accelerator, even if
adjustments need to be made to the driver assists first. The BMW M3 has built a storied
reputation as one of the world's best sports sedans. A true wolf in sheep's clothing, the M3 uses
the standard 3 Series sedan as a template before adding an uprated engine, improved
suspension components, and a host of other performance-dedicated parts. Sport exhaust pipes,
flared fenders, body panels shaped with more aggressive lines and angles, and flashier alloy
wheels are clear signs that the car you're looking at is an M3, rather than a run-of-the-mill BMW

3 Series. With prices of early-generation M3s skyrocketing, good examples are considered by
many to be "investment grade. The M3 has hosted a range of engines through plus years. While
the initial generation relied on a high-revving four-cylinder, the M3 quickly became known for
making the most of 6- and 8-cylinder engines. Specifically, the fourth "E90" generation
employed a V8 that produced more than horsepower. When BMW updated the M3 for its fifth
generation in the F80 generation , it reverted to an inline 6-cylinder engine, albeit one that had
twin turbochargers and an even higher horsepower specification. With its enthusiast fanbase
and racing pedigree, the M3 has always been offered with a manual transmission, although its
dual-clutch automatic transmissions are faster to shift. For , the M3 will enter its sixth
generation, tagged as the G20 generation. While rear-wheel drive has historically been the only
option for M3 buyers, early speculation indicates that the G20 generation will also offer
all-wheel drive. While earlier BMW M3s were available in a range of body styles, from 2-door
coupes to 4-door sedans, and convertibles, it has been exclusively sold as a sedan since the M4
debuted in The M4 is available as only a coupe or a convertible. Like most all modern BMWs,
the M3 also offers a robust suite of tech: head-up displays, touchscreens, voice-controlled
infotainment, and a slew of advanced safety features. Similarly, the M3 feels luxurious, with
high-end materials covering every inch of the cabin. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized BMW Dealer.
Read more. Legendary vehicle. The last , naturally aspirated M car, and the first, production
vehicle to hit the coveted HP per liter, milestone. I traded in a Alfa Giulia Quadrofolio for this.
The Alfa was a tiny bit faster and its steering was better. But the M3 is a much better all around
car. The M3 can go hard on a country road too but also leave you with your senses st For me,
this is one of those instances that I refused to let the opinions of others deter me from my own
instincts. This is the driving experience I wanted. The feel of speed is so subjective anyway.
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Although the vehicle sold
before I was prepared to make a play on it, the communication experience was excellent. They
did respond quickly, but that was the extent of my interaction. The car was a low ptice, but ut
sold. Very great customer service! They made my purchase a breeze. Will definitely use them
again! Contacted dealership and reached internet manager. She proved that this dealership
deserves the extremely poor rating I read about. Very prompt and knowledgeable. Got the
information I asked for without never-ending follow up. Solid experience. The car is perfect,
exactly as I expected, Alex made the whole experience fantastic, very helpful and
accommodating. Thank You Alex!! Nice selection and the guys were nice and answered all my
questions. Dealer was contacted by me several times by phone regarding a BMW wagon 5
series. They went back and forth and after a week and half they couldn't tell me if they were
selling the car or not. A bad experience. I was well received, attended to and had a successful
transaction even at short notice. I am very appreciative. Thank You. I enjoyed my experience
buying a car from them. I did not feel any sales pressure. The car was exactly what they
described in the ad. It was clean and ready to test drive. It was exactly what I wanted. The lot
itself was easy to find and easy to identify. I would recommend going there. Very helpful.
Vehicle was not exaclty what I want, so I did not purchase. Tom and Conor both contacted me
regarding a Honda Element I was interested in at their lot. I called and had a conversation with
Conor, and he was super cool. Very helpful, very kind. It's kind of rare to have a normal,
casual-feeling conversation with an auto salesperson, but that's what it was like. Thanks for the
help, and it was great talking with you. Everyone was helpful. John was my initial contact, he
was very helpful and professional. Because of John I'm a proud owner. Just waiting on delivery.
Great place to buy a car! Manny and Max were fun to work with, and Tariq had all the answers.
Nice to meet Dario as well he was great at explaining all my finance options. Would highly
recommend!! To create the first M3, the 3 Series of the time received a stiffer body and chassis
with flared wheel wheels to accommodate a wider track and the taller and wider wheels the M3
would sport. It stole the wheel bearings and front brake calipers from the 5 Series of the day,
and was treated to a Getrag five-speed and heavy-duty rear differential with a unique ratio. The
M3 also got a more direct steering ratio and a feature that was considered quite exotic at the
time, ABS antilock brakes. The external visual changes may seem subtle on paper, but were
quite distinctive in person. In fact, the only body panels shared by the M3 and the standard 3
Series were the hood and sunroof, and with the wider stance as well as a caster angle three
times that of its 3 Series brethren, an M3 was unmistakable. Despite the power and popularity of
the inline six-cylinder engines BMW had been producing, the decision was made to exploit the
shorter crankshaft and higher rev possibilities of a four. The winner was the 2. With better
breathing and a bit of coaxing, the 2. The E30 M3 had enormous success on the track,
absolutely dominating the touring car racing scene, but its success in the showroom was no
less impressive. In all, BMW would produce 13 versions of the E30 M3, including special

editions and homologations, and the European versions we never saw on these shores. Still,
the next generation E36 3 Series debuted in , and an updated M3 was to follow a year later. It
was during this time that the M3 received its first inline-six, the 3. In what could be considered
retaliation for that whole WWII business, in the Germans increased displacement in the S50 to 3.
This was achieved by virtue of the OBD 2 engine electronics, but thanks to a more versatile
torque curve and more aggressive gearing, the performance of the U. Also in , the M3 received
the six-speed gearbox â€” although only in Europe - and larger brakes from its big brother, the
M5. Two additional doors made their entrance in the M3 world in , the same year buyers got the
option of nixing the top. By ditching the AC, sound-deadening materials, radio and sunroof, the
CSL weighed pounds less than the far-from-base M3. The CSL also benefited from revised
bracing, a dual pickup oil pump, an adjustable front air dam and a 3. A new century brought with
it a new milestone for U. Teutonophiles, as the E46 M3 would debut with a 3. Sadly, the M3
four-door sedan was dropped here, and the E46 was available solely as a coupe or convertible.
Although initially a race prototype, designed to stay competitive with the Porsche GT3 in the
American Le Mans Series ALMS , 10 detuned road versions were eventually produced to quell
complaints from competitors. But five short years later a new V8 M3 would be born. Debuting at
the Geneva Auto Show, the newest M3 showed up with the naturally aspirated, 4. The GT4 is
even available as a homologated production race car in Europe, although we Americans have
yet to be offered the same privilege. But really, what more do we want? The Deutsche Dagger
started out as a potent weapon with a seemingly placid profile. At its birth, powered by a
modified version of the four-cylinder engine the 3 Series was born with back in the mid-'70s, the
M3 was barely able to crack the 7-second jaunt. Perhaps more impressive, this is accomplished
without the vicious brutality that can too often accompany such unforgiving power. Its
composed nature merely hides the potential lying just behind the accelerator, even if
adjustments need to be made to the driver assists first. The BMW M3 has built a storied
reputation as one of the world's best sports sedans. A true wolf in sheep's clothing, the M3 uses
the standard 3 Series sedan as a template before adding an uprated engine, improved
suspension components, and a host of other performance-dedicated parts. Sport exhaust pipes,
flared fenders, body panels shaped with more aggressive lines and angles, and flashier alloy
wheels are clear signs that the car you're looking at is an M3, rather than a run-of-the-mill BMW
3 Series. With prices of early-generation M3s skyrocketing, good examples are considered by
many to be "investment grade. The M3 has hosted a range of engines through plus years. While
the initial generation relied on a high-revving four-cylinder, the M3 quickly became known for
making the most of 6- and 8-cylinder engines. Specifically, the fourth "E90" generation
employed a V8 that produced more than horsepower. When BMW updated the M3 for its fifth
generation in the F80 generation , it reverted to an inline 6-cylinder engine, albeit one that had
twin turbochargers and an even higher horsepower specification. With its enthusiast fanbase
and racing pedigree, the M3 has always been offered with a manual transmission, although its
dual-clutch automatic transmissions are faster to shift. For , the M3 will enter its sixth
generation, tagged as the G20 generation. While rear-wheel drive has historically been the only
option for M3 buyers, early speculation indicates that the G20 generation will also offer
all-wheel drive. While earlier BMW M3s were available in a range of body styles, from 2-door
coupes to 4-door sedans, and convertibles, it has been exclusively sold as a sedan since the M4
debuted in The M4 is available as only a coupe or a convertible. Like most all modern BMWs,
the M3 also offers a robust suite of tech: head-up displays, touchscreens, voice-controlled
infotainment, and a slew of advanced safety features. Similarly, the M3 feels luxurious, with
high-end materials covering every inch of the cabin. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. BMW M3. Email me price drops and new listings for these
results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Mike. Renton, WA Message Seller.
CarGurus Pay. Read more. BMW Seattle. BMW of Bellevue. Legendary vehicle. The last ,
naturally aspirated M car, and the first, production vehicle to hit the coveted HP per liter,
milestone. I traded in a Alfa Giulia Quadrofolio for this. The Alfa was a tiny bit faster and its
steering was better. But the M3 is a much better all around car. The M3 can go hard on a country
road too but also leave you with your senses st For me, this is one of those instances that I
refused to let the opinions of others deter me from my own instincts. This is the driving
experience I wanted. The feel of speed is so subjective anyway. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. The dealership got back to me very quick and the
sales representative was very helpful with everything. The car is amazing condition. It was very
good deal with financing. Professional employees. Thank you. Amazing staff with amazing
service! They were able to get me into the car I loved even with my less than average credit! I
would, and will, recommend them to all friends and family! If you are in the market to buy a
vehicle, you should really do yourself a favor and check out this dealership. This dealership

have different princess of the car that I was trying to buy. We changed our mind about looking
at this vehicle but the sales people were very helpful and wanted to help us every inch of the
way. They responded to interest in one of the vehicles in their stock. I was not able to do
business at that time. I did hear back via email. I received one boiler plate reply. Follow up
questions went unanswered. I purchased a car from another seller. Horrible experience do not
even bother I warn you!! I had a great experience with the Maserati dealership. I look forward to
purchasing another vehicle for my wife. Total waste of time. What on earth is that point of that?
The best thing to engage with them on, is to provide advice on how to run their business
competitively without lying to consumers! If they take the advice you should the invoice them.
All I asked was what is the Out-the-door price? Jessica and her team did everything to make
sure I got the suv I wanted with a good interest rate. Never responded to 2 emails. Only
responded after a phone call and the truck sold 3 hrs prior to my appointment. When I question
them no response. Price out the door was 8k more than the advertised price for a car that costs
22k. I have not had a chance to get to dealer yet but received detailed video of the Gladiator I
inquired about. Car was not up for financing because of the year but they had some other nice
options available. Responsive and professional people and atmosphere. Thank you Darwin for
your help. Highly underprice cars listed on Cargurus site and theirs, then they have a list of
exorbitant mandatory up-charges. Received a generic "fluff" response to a simple inquiry, and
in my response back they didn't respond. Not sure how many people they fool using their
questionable business practices, but 1 is too many. I had the pleasure of speaking with Tunisha
about the vehicle that I was interested in. I inquired about a vehicle that had a price drop. I was
so excited I can finally buy the vehicle out. They added an extra 4 grand on top of that price.
Just my luck. I feel in love with the vehicle. I
2004 saturn l300 problems
2004 saturn ion coolant level sensor
whirlpool gas coils
called and asked them the out the door price on a vehicle, and they added almost a extra 7k to
the vehicle. Be very careful. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized BMW Dealer.
Request Information. Why Use CarGurus?

